Abstract-K-Means is the most popular clustering algorithm with the convergence to one of numerous local minima, which results in much sensitivity to initial representatives and noise point because of its distance based judgment. Density-based clustering algorithm is not sensitive to outliers and noise data, but it's difficult to present the high dimensional data as well as the changes of the data density. Grid-based method is fast, but may reduce the quality and accuracy of the cluster. However, this paper proposes a novel density based initial center optimization algorithm (DBICO) to choose the initial center, which by means of the local optimality and sensitivity of density-based clustering algorithm and grid-based method. The core idea is to divide the dataset into several cubes and merge some cubes, delete the noise points according to the density, calculate the initial center point and then clustering the dataset. Doing this can reduce the number of iterations, and avoid the disadvantages of the KMeans algorithm results differ due to the different initial points. Theoretic analysis and experimental demonstrations show that the algorithms this paper proposed outperforms existing algorithms in clustering quality, and it was proved fruitful applications in the logistics.
INTRODUCTION
We often need to analyze the vehicle trajectory information for warehouse location decision and optimize logistics system. Doing this we need to use data mining knowledge to analyze vehicle trajectory information to find the real vehicle trajectory, based on this information we can compute a reasonable set of logistics warehouse which the cost and time is most provinces of the goods from the warehouse to the point-of-sale. We all know that vehicle trajectory is continuous so that the algorithms which based on the density scanned can't be used. This kind algorithms may classify all the locus point into a cluster and can't find the actual cluster center (the potential location of the warehouse). Since the K-means has the advantages of simplicity and fast convergence [1] . Especially for the numerical data, it can easily reflect the clustering geometric and statistical significance, at the same time it is can easily find the datasets with round shape. These features make the K-Means algorithm has important applications in the logistics information mining, but at the same time the original K-Means algorithm also has some drawbacks: 1. Requires user to input the value of k, but in practice is difficult to determine due to lack of experience; 2. The position of cluster centers is sensitive to the noise point, shown in Fig.1 ; 3. sensitive to the initial cluster centers, different initial cluster centers may have different results, shown in Fig. 2 , and the result of different initial point is shown in Table 1 . Inappropriate k or initial centers may cause resources waste and may cause some more serious negative impact to the entire system in the peak hours. To solve the problem of traditional K-means algorithm this paper proposed a divide density based initial point optimization selection method according to the density scanning method. The method this paper proposed integrated many advantages of clustering algorithms, especially the local optimum characteristics of K-means and anti-noise characteristics of density based methods. The possible location of the warehouse can be easily found based on these characteristics. Theoretical analysis and experimental results show that, density based optimization initial center method has the following characteristics:
1. Draw lessons from density-based clustering method which is not sensitive to outliers and noise data; 2. Combined partitioning technique to quickly determine the value of k, which make the algorithm does not need too much prior knowledge, at the same time the concept of fuzzy ratio was introduced, do this can reducing the sensitivity of parameter threshold; 3. Overcomes low quality and accuracy shortcomings of the mesh-based method.
According to the actual test, the algorithm can accurately and quickly find the location of the warehouse in logistics system, and do this can reduce shipping and time cost bring by inappropriate warehouse. Section 2 describes the related work; section 3 introduced the details of density-based method and the principle; density based initial center optimization algorithm (DBICO) and the formal definition are all in section 4; section 5 is the simulated experiment, and the conclusion is at last.
II. RELATED WORK
In order to overcome the deficiencies of the original KMeans algorithm, different scholars put forward a series variant algorithms from different perspectives. Huang proposed a KMeans-based automated variable weighting algorithm, which improved the variable selection problem [2] . Dhillon improved the performance by adjust iteration process to recalculate the centers [3] .Zhang adjust the iterative optimization process according to the weights [4] . A new similarity measure function was proposed by Yang Fengzhao to overcome the shortcomings of the traditional distance function for highdimensional space [5] . Sarafis applied the genetic algorithm to K-Means objective function based on this work he proposed a new clustering algorithm [6] .An immunization based K-means clustering algorithm was proposed in reference [7] to overcome the local minima and sensitive initialization value problem of traditional algorithm, and the new algorithm can convergence faster.
A high efficiency and accuracy clustering algorithm was proposed in reference [8] , which based on the sub-cluster weighted connected graph. The method merged the sub-cluster according to the connectivity. Reference [9] use the densitybased method and a more effective pruning method in microclustering stage which also can improve the accuracy and efficiency. Kaufman [10] proposed a heuristic method, estimated the local density of the data points as the initial value of the sample. A initializing the spectrum of K-Means method was proposed in reference [11] and a density-sensitive similarity measure method was proposed in reference [12] based on this method the author introduced the spectral clustering into density-sensitive spectral clustering algorithm. Unlike traditional clustering algorithm, class clusters are defined as dense connectivity sub-regional. This method can discover clusters of arbitrary shape according to the density (number of instances per unit area), at the same time the method can also have the ability of immunity outliers and noise data; a grid structure was used in the grid-based clustering algorithm, the algorithm clustered the data based on the data block which divided by the value space [13] . The grid-based clustering algorithm is often combined with other methods, particularly the density-based clustering approach. As the vehicle trajectory is a continuous dataset so we cannot use the density-based and gird-based method in logistics warehouse location system, otherwise, the whole track is gathered into a cluster and lose the meaning of the data mining.
DBSCAN is a typical low-dimensional space-oriented data density-based clustering algorithm, the key point is that the density of local neighborhood decide the connectivity. The DBSCAN algorithm provide a searching method which based on the density threshold parameter, so the result was identified and algorithm itself is not responsible for the results. All these characters made the DBSCAN algorithm is sensitive to the parameter values, cannot characterize the intrinsic clustering structure of the data set, and the vast majority of sample points gathered in a very small number of clusters, and some other such shortcomings.
The OPTICS (ordering points to identify the clustering structure) [14] algorithm improved some shortcomings of DBSCAN.
III. DENSITY-BASED PARTITION METHOD
In the gird-based method we divided the data space into finite cells, so all the processing objects are a single unite. Doing this can gain quickly processing speed, at the same time as the method is far away from the target database, so it may reduce the quality and accuracy of the clusters [13] . The proposed method considered the density of the target data in the database, overcome the shortcomings of mesh-based approach's low quality and accuracy and learnt the advantages of the density-based method. The existing density estimation method was proposed based on the assumption that the data obey Gaussian mixture distribution, based on these we can consider that the dense regions of inputted data contains natural clustering, so we can locate the initial center according to the density of the data. The limitation of this method is only good for the convex structure data but not any complex shape data structure.
This paper proposed a density-based partition method to overcome the shortcomings of the Gaussian function. At first we divided the sample database into a number of a cube and determine the center of each cube, then merge the cubes according to the density similarity and re-calculate the new center of the merged cube. Based on these we use the calculated center as the initial points of the K-Means algorithm. This will not only overcome the uncertain results drawbacks which brought by the different starting point of K-Means algorithm, at the same time overcame the drawbacks of the DBSCAN algorithm.
A. Basic Definitions
Definition 1 (Cube) A sample database D={x 1 ,x 2 ,…,x n } was made up by m cubes, a cube was a subset of the sample database.
, 
B. Density-based Partition Method
The basic idea of partition method is chosen 2 d (d is the dimension of the sample database) boundary points to decide the boundary of the sample database. Since the clusters is no more than n (n is the number of points in sample database D), so we can divide the sample database into n cubes according to this property, according to definition 5we know that the bigger fuzzy ratio the higher similarity the two cubes.
Prove：Define the similar ratio of two cubes according the definition () ( , 
Reference [14] researched that how should k set in the KNearest Neighbor classification algorithm, the author give us a rule: 3/8 kn 
. Refer to this conclusion we merged the cubes which have higher fuzzy ratio, until 3/8 mn  。
IV. DENSITY BASED INITIAL CENTER OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM

A. DBICO Algorithm
According to the Density Based Partition Method we divided the sample database into m cubes, where mn  . Then we descend all the cubes according to the density, according to the results of reference [14] , we consider the last 3/8 nn  cubes maybe the noise area. So we to merge the m cubes according to the similarity until the left cubes approaching to 3/8 n . At the same time we need to mark the nonadjacent cubes as the noise are and put it into the noise queue and the others into non-noise queue.
The basic idea of the algorithm is chosen the cube's center as the initial center which take maximum density, then remove the cube from the non-noise queue, and do the same thing to get the second center, loop to perform these steps until the nonnoise queue was empty. So we can get k initial centers. According to these centers divide the data into different cubes to make the objective function Minimize, to make the generated clusters as compact and independent as possible.
The following is the description of the algorithm. The DBICO algorithm use the partition method to calculate the initial center make the algorithm without much prior knowledge. Algorithm learnt the density-based method to exclusion some noise area to make the algorithm not sensitive to outliers and noise data.
B. Analysis the Complexity of the Algorithm
The efficiency of K-means is quite high K-Means algorithm efficiency is quite high, its computational complexity is O (nkdt), where n is the number of objects of all samples, k is the numbers of clusters, d is the dimension of the sample data, t is the iterative times. Usually k<<n and t<<n. The time complexity of database partition, cube merge, noise area excluding are constant in the proposed algorithm, and all subsequent calculations are based on pre-divided, cube merger, eliminate noise district, which does not involve any high costs of space. So the time complexity of the DBICO algorithm is () On , and the division process can be dealt with under online. At the same time the time complexity of K-Means is O (nkdt)+ () On , n is the number of objects of all samples, k is the numbers of clusters, d is the dimension of the sample data, t is the iterative times. Since the algorithm divide the database firstly and then merged the cubes so the value of k is relatively stable, compared with ordinary K-Means algorithm, the t value of DBICO is smaller.
But in terms of time complexity the DBICO and K-Means are in the same order of magnitude, the advantage is not obvious. But the pre-treatment of DBICO can effectively overcome the drawbacks of K-Means, difficult to decide the value of k and the center point offset which due to the lack of prior knowledge .
V. SIMULATION EXPERIMENT
In this section we use experiment to study the performance and effectiveness of the proposed DBICO algorithm. The data used in the experiment include the real GPS track data of a logistic company and a simulation dataset for clustering algorithm, the GPS data of the logistic company has 3613 sample points, and the simulation data has 16497 sample points. The hardware environment of experiment is Intel (R) Core (TM) i5-25200 four-core 64-bit 2.5GHz CPU and 4GB memory, the software environment is Windows 7-64bit (Professional) operating system, all code are written by Java (64bit JDK ) and Matlab2012. Fig. 5 to Fig. 6 shows the results two sets of data after database dividing, cube merger, and eliminate noise area and the results of the optimized K-Means algorithm. In each figure, (a) is the results of DBICO algorithm, (b) is the corresponding density difference sequence curve, (c) is the results of the KMeans clustering algorithm. From the two sets of results we can conclude that the DBICO algorithm which this paper proposed can obtained high quality of clustering results without post-processing step. We first use the K-Means algorithm to do 100 times clustering with k equals 5, and then selected 5 set results, and calculated the average. Then use the DBICO algorithm to do the same thing compare the results with K-Means, the following table is a comparison of the results of K-means and DBICO algorith According to Table 2 and 3 we can conclude that the centers calculated by DBICO algorithm was relatively stable than K-Means.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper proposed a DBICO algorithm to select the initial center points of the K-Means. Theoretic analysis and experimental demonstrations show that the algorithms this paper proposed outperforms existing algorithms in clustering quality, can effectively overcoming the shortcomings of existing algorithms and it was proved fruitful applications in the logistics. Meanwhile, the concept of the fuzzy ratio and cube combined was introduced in this paper, which can effectively prevent the shortcomings which brought by not fixed center points of K-Means. The new algorithm also reduced iterations through cube merge. In addition, the offline pretreatment can usefully remove the noise data. 
